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Abstract
Scientific workflows are typically used to automate the processing, analysis, and management of
scientific data. Most scientific workflow programs provide a user-friendly graphical user interface
that enables scientists to more easily create and visualize complex workflows that may be
comprised of dozens of processing and analytical steps. Furthermore, many workflows provide
mechanisms for tracing provenance and methodologies that foster reproducible science. Despite
their potential for enabling science, few studies have examined how the process of creating,
executing, and sharing workflows can be improved. In order to promote open discourse and access
to scientific methods as well as data, we analyzed a wide variety of workflow systems and publiclyavailable workflows on the public repository myExperiment. It is hoped that understanding the
usage of workflows and developing a set of recommended best practices will lead to increased
contribution of workflows to the public domain.
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Background
Scientists need to process, analyze, visualize, and manage increasing amounts
of scientific data. For complex analyses, scientists often must combine multiple
processing steps into larger “analysis pipelines” that can involve a number of custom
algorithms, specialized tools (e.g., statistics packages, geographic information
systems), local and remote databases, and web services. Such scientific workflows
(Figures 1,2) are typically executed repeatedly, with different combinations of inputs
and parameters. Most current research efforts lack any form of workflow automation
or partially accomplish such goals via a loose collection of programming scripts that
link various computational steps.
In recent years, scientific workflow systems such as Kepler1 (Altintas et al., 2004),
Taverna2 (Hull et al., 2006; Oinn et al., 2006), VisTrails3 (Callahan et al., 2006), and
many others have emerged as a promising technology to further simplify the creation,
execution, and sharing of computational workflows among scientists and laboratories.
Scientific workflow systems often support visual workflow design, execution
monitoring, fault-tolerance and recovery, and the use of distributed and parallel
computing resources. Perhaps the most powerful feature of state-of-the-art workflow
systems is the ability to record data lineage and other provenance information during
execution, thus allowing scientists to "replay" processing steps, study data
dependencies, and the datasets and parameters specified (or not used!) during any
workflow run. Thus, scientific workflow systems may also foster more transparent and
reproducible science. In several cases, workflows have already been either used in
diagnosis of inconsistent methodology (Coombes et al., 2007), or in eliminating years
of software development for researchers (Fisher et al., 2007).

[Caption] Figure 1 Taverna workflow BiomartAndEMBOSSAnalysis in myExperiment
for retreiving sequences from different species, aligning them, and plotting the result.
© 2009 Alan Williams.4
Scientific workflows are usually represented as directed graphs, whose nodes
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represent workflow steps that are linked via dataflow edges, thus prescribing serial or
parallel execution of nodes. Fig.1, e.g., shows a Taverna workflow; Fig.2 depicts a
Kepler metagenomics workflow (Hartman et al., 2010).

[Caption] Figure 2 Kepler workflow for the Alignment, Taxonomy, and Ecology of
Ribosomal Sequences (Hartman et al., 2010).

Workflow	
  Repository	
  Study	
  
Increasingly, scientists are sharing not only their data, but also software tools and
scientific workflows. myExperiment.org is a public workflow repository currently
containing over 2,000 workflows with more than 5,000 registered users5 (Goble et al.,
2010). myExperiment allows one to discover workflows of interest, which can then be
used or adapted for specific requirements. myExperiment also provides social tools
that foster development of virtual communities around topics of interest. A feedback
and attribution mechanism allows workflow developers to gain credibility and
recognition from their peers.
In order to understand patterns of workflow use, we studied various attributes of
workflows that were deposited in myExperiment since it became available in 2007.
Specifically, we sought to identify characteristics of workflows that were related to
their degree of use (e.g., number of downloads). Based on our findings, we recommend
a set of best practices that may increase the usability and amount of re-use of
workflows.
The study focused on publicly available information gathered from myExperiment
both through the SPARQL endpoint that accessed the central RDF triplestore in the
myExperiment ontology6 and through the HTML source code on the public site. The
information on the HTML pages for workflows, packs, files, groups, statistics, and
users was harvested using Python; all of the code used in this research has been
publicly uploaded to GitHub.7
This harvesting, along with calibration and development of the scripts,
unfortunately resulted in some of the data being affected by the research: amount of
views and downloads for each workflow were marginally affected. Noise was already
5
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present to some extent in the myExperiment system; for instance, the first workflow
that appears by ranking (the default setting) when accessing the workflow repository
on myExperiment has been viewed around 10,000 times and downloaded 4,000 times.
The disparity between this high amount of usage and the average use of other
workflows on myExperiment can be accounted for by it’s prominent location on
myExperiment where all beginner users would likely view it as a first step when
exploring the site.
myExperiment can store scientific workflows from several different workflow
plartforms, including Kepler, Taverna, VisTrails, Knime, and Rapid Miner. Of the
workflows on the site at the time of this analysis, Rapid Miner had 153 workflows,
Taverna 1 had 479 workflows, and Taverna 2 had 684 workflows. Other workflow
platforms represent a combined total of 281 workflows. As Taverna workflows utilize
the XML language SCUFL (Simplified Conceptual Uniform Flow Language),
myExperiment stores information about Taverna workflows internal properties,
whereas the other workflows are generally stored as inscrutable objects. While Rapid
Miner also has some internal property information stored on the site, this study focused
on Taverna workflows when studying workflow-internal metrics. This practice is not
unprecedented; Wassink et al. (2009) did a similar study on the 415 Taverna
workflows then on the site.

[Caption] Figure 3 Sample findings from the myExperiment analysis.
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Findings	
  
Figure 3 shows some of the findings from our initial study of the myExperiment
repository, based on data publicly available from the website. The numbers of views
and downloads were used as a measure of workflow popularity and as a proxy for
workflow use.
The distribution of workflow complexity is shown in Fig. 3A. It indicates that a
large percentage of workflows consist of few components. The complexity of a
workflow was determined by aggregating the number of beanshells, processors, inputs,
coordinations, datalinks, and operators. The number of tasks included in Taverna
workflows ranged from 1 to 250. The average workflow supports 24.3 tasks; with a
standard deviation of 26.6 tasks. The total number of tasks in all Taverna workflows
together is 28411 (not including 76 workflows for which this information was
unavailable). This is a large increase on the Wassink et al. (2009) study, which found
that: “The number of tasks per workflow ranges from 1 to 70 tasks. The average
workflow size is 8.8 tasks; the standard deviation is 11.7 tasks. The total number of
tasks in all workflows together is 3660.”
Many workflows have other workflows embedded within them, indicating that
workflows may be shared and and reused. The total number of embedded workflows is
694; the average number of embedded workflows is 0.6; the standard deviation is 1.7
embedded workflows. In addition, many workflows access web services; the average
amount of web service tasks (e.g., WSDL, Biomart, SOAP, or XML services) in a
workflow is 2; the standard deviation is 3.5. The total amount is 2,368 such tasks.
A large percentage of workflow components are shims (components that are
used to make output from one step conform to the format expected by a subsequent
step), indicating the value of workflows to “glue” pre-existing components together.
Shims are hard to define clearly using the SCUFL information on myExperiment, as
many different sorts of components may be used for data conversaion. Using a loose
aggregate of Beanshells and Processors that do not access online databases (which may
themselves perform shimming processes), the average amount of shim components per
workflow is 6.3, with a standard deviation of 9.3. The total aggregate comes to 7,405
components; indicating that approximately 38% of workflow components are shims.
The shimming problem has received some attention in the literature (Cui et al., 2009);
this figure suggests that it remains a significant problem for workflow developers.
Most workflow contributors submit a single workflow, whereas there are a smaller
number of developers that contribute many workflows to myExperiment. (Fig. 3B)
Only 13 users have uploaded more than 30 workflows; of these, only two uploaded
more than 100, with one user having uploaded 145 workflows, and the other 255.
(These users have not been included in the 3B graph, for reasons of scale.) Just over
5% of the users on myExperiment have uploaded workflows; only 346 users in total.
Complex workflows that perform many tasks are downloaded more frequently than
simpler workflows. Mature workflows (i.e., where several versions have been
released) are more frequently downloaded than “single-edition” workflows, similar to
the trend one sees for published textbooks. (Fig. 3C)
Workflow downloads occur more frequently for registered myExperiment
members (as opposed to anonymous users), and they occur via external applications
(e.g. Taverna) that allow one to execute those workflows. Workflow use also declined
significantly thirty days after initial upload. (Fig. 3D)
Use of workflows (e.g., numbers of views and downloads) does not seem to be
related to the volume of documentation associated with the workflow nor the number
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of tags (e.g., searchable keywords) assigned to the workflow, but is related to the
degree of community engagement with the workflow as exhibited by number of
citations, comments, ratings, and reviews. Similarly, the frequency with which a
workflow is viewed is correlated with the number of downloads by users.

Recommended	
  Best	
  Practices	
  
Based on our study of the myExperiment workflows and usage patterns, we
provide a number of suggestions for workflow developers and users of workflow
repositories, that may increase the usability and amount of re-use of workflows. Note
that our suggestions focus on aspects that can be derived from automatically harvesting
information from a workflow repository, such as myExperiment and the workflows
therein. In particular we did not assess general software engineering and usuability
aspects of workflows directly, although these play a major role in workflow adoption
and re-use.
1. It is important to consider workflows as evolving entities that are updated in
response to user feedback, engagement, and improvements in methodology.
Results suggest that frequently updated workflows receive greater use than
ones that are shared, but never revised or improved through subsequent
versions.
2. Social annotation tools such as user contributed tags can play an important role
in making workflows accessible. However, we found that workflows annotated
with superfluous tags are not necessarily accessed more frequently; a
discrepancy which may be due to the nature of freely chosen tags. The benefits
of tagging may be increased by normalization, e.g., through a controlled
vocabulary of workflow tags.
3. Workflow reuse may be significantly increased by fostering greater community
awareness. This may be accomplished by citing the workflow in publications,
sharing the workflow with colleagues working on similar scientific problems,
and “advertising” the workflow through various social media to relevant
communities.
4. Although our initial study revealed no strong relationship between workflow
use and the amount of associated documentation or metadata, we recommend
that workflow developers provide sufficient descriptions of their workflows so
that potential users may more readily discover and understand workflows that
can potentially meet their needs, especially if it is clear that a workflow saves
time and increases productivity.
5. Workflow re-use could benefit significantly from the assignment of stable
identifiers, e.g. Digital Object Identifiers (DOI) or similar persistent identifiers.
Without stable identifiers, workflow URLs are impermanent and prone to loss
over time. On the other hand, stable identifiers, in particular versioned ones,
can prolong workflow longevity long after publication.
6. One size does not fit all. It is important for developers and repositories to
create and support libraries of smaller workflows (i.e., components) that can do
simple tasks and be integrated into more complex workflows with greater
functionality. The more complex workflows, on the other hand, can serve as
show-cases for how to solve larger “end-to-end” problems, encouraging new
users to build their own solutions using component libraries and ideas from
other end-to-end workflows.
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7. Increased usage of workflows and workflow repositories will likely be related
to the degree that education and outreach opportunities are provided to
scientists through professional society meetings, online courses, and
incorporation into academic training (e.g. undergraduate and graduate courses).
We anticipate that communities of practice will emerge through such efforts,
greatly enhancing scientific productivity and supporting reproducibility of
scientific results.
An interesting subject for future studies is the question of how communities of
practice form and what the main technical drivers are. For example, the availability of
workflow repositories such as myExperiment has led to increased awareness and use
of scientific workflows. Scientific workflow system such as Kepler and Taverna and
repositories such as myExperiment are generic with respect to their application
domain. On the other hand, domain-centric systems such as Galaxy (Goecks et al.,
2010) for the biomedical community, are widely used by a specific community due to
the presence of a rich set of commonly used, interoperable software components for
the target users.

Potential	
  Impact	
  on	
  Science	
  
Following good practices in using workflow tools like Taverna and Kepler and
deposition of workflows in public domain repositories like myExperiment.org can
make science much more efficient by allowing scientists to re-use previously created
and peer-reviewed workflows and can promote reproducible science (Reichmann,
Jones, & Schildhauer, 2011). In addition, the United States National Science
Foundation considers patents, copyrights and software systems (such as workflows) to
be valuable contributions that can be listed alongside publications. Thus, publishing
workflows in open repositories, provides further venues for cataloging an individual’s
research contributions. Further, workflows that are shared and identified with
permanent identifiers (such as DOIs) also satisfy outreach activities that are necessary
to satisfy broader impact requirements of many sponsors.
Many scientists spend much of their time performing relatively mundane data
management tasks such as transforming data from one format to another, re-running
analyses with updated data, and reviewing results of quality assurance and quality
control procedures. Scientific workflow packages and public workflow repositories
provide mechanisms that allow scientists to re-use workflow components or to repeat
entire analyses without having to re-create the entire series of analytical steps.
Importantly, well-documented and functional workflows allow one to trace the
provenance of data and to more readily reproduce scientific results. Such capabilities
allow for more thorough peer-review and will likely increase the pace of science as
complex analyses will not need to be recreated from scratch.
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